
Lockdown Challenge 1:

Theme: Love Local Landmarks
Pick a local landmark/feature - natural or built - that you like or is important
 to you. Here's the fun bit: Build it out of toilet roll/toilet roll inserts!

Materials: 
Toilet roll & toilet roll inserts [and similar items.. kitchen roll/inserts, tinfoil roll 
\inserts etc] Scissors, tape, glue, string, crayons... etc

To submit:
Photograph or video the building process and/or just the end results.
Tell us about yourself (age, school, area etc of yourself/your team) and your chosen 
landmark. 
Include a picture/video clip of the real landmark if you can, but don't break any the 
social distancing rules - you might find a picture of it on the internet. If not don't 
worry about it. 
Submit as a video or images to this email: david.nolan@steam-ed.ie  

More extreme challenge: 
If you can't see it from your house build it from memory!

Then see what you made compared to the real deal.
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• Challenges are for anyone who wants to participate, not just kids. 
• Let us know in your video/picture submission who did the work and who helped out
• We aim to put all submissions on our youtube channel https://bit.ly/STEAMTubeVids 
 (aka STEAMtube) but reserve the right to refuse and/or to curate a smaller selection for 
publication if necessary, e.g. if we are totally swamped or content is deemed inappropriate.
• You can obviously do the challenge and not submit anything - but we would love to see your 
creations
• Most importantly have fun!

Challenge Rules: 

Some examples:


